During the past years our group published several articles exploiting computer simulations to address the complex interaction of tumors and the vasculature as underlying transport network. Considerable advances in imaging and lab techniques pushed in vitro research of tumor spheroids, animal models and clinical studies which already provided more insights to single processes taking part in tumor growth. Computer simulation is a none-invasive option to put the acquired insights together and simulate a quasi in vivo system. To this end, several known models are put together to construct a multi-scale approach which advances towards length scales relevant for clinical applications.
Hydro-and hemodynamics
Before determining properties of the network, the topology itself is created by the 65 vesselgenerator (see folder 'src/common/vesselgen' ). The idea follows a 3 dimensional 66 generalization of the algorithm presented in [13] . An example output can be found in the radii are fixed, we assume mass conservation at each vertex to get a matrix equation 69 analogues to a Kirchhoff circuit in electrodynamics. As boundary condition, one can 70 either use a fixed pressure or fixed flow at any of the networks inlets and outlets. 71 Fåhraeus-Lindqvist and phase separation effect are considered accordingly. 72 Tumor growth 73 The bulk tissue tumor model is based on a framework developed in [8] , where the tissue 74 is described as a mixture of various components. Our implementation includes normal, 75 tumor and necrotic phases. The levelset-method is used to distinguish the different 76 phases and define the interface between them. Assuming incompressibility, one can 77 describe the composition in terms of volume fractions which leads to a system of partial 78 differential equations of diffusion-convection-reaction type for each phase. Introducing 79 a regular cubic lattice for bulk tissue allows to solve these equations by Finite Difference 80 techniques. Consequently, the numerical resolution of tumorcode is governed by the 81 lattice constant chosen. The number of grid points and vessels is limited by the provided 82 hardware memory. Note that the bulk tissue and vascular network coexist in the same 83 space, but different lattices were used for discretization. To fully utilize modern 84 computing equipment we parallelized our code with the shared memory API of OpenMP. 85 More details about this methodology could be found in the well written article [14] . 86 
Finite Elements Method 87
In [15] we showed that the equation for the vascular oxygen distribution together with 88 the diffusion equation for tissue form a complicated nonlinear system of equations with 89 the partial pressure values as unknowns. For the longitudinal transport a bisection 90 search is used to gather the partial oxygen pressure values within each vessel. 91 Constructing consistent expressions for the transvascular exchange of oxygen across the 92 vessel lumen was a challenging task, but enabled us to use the exchange as source or 93 sink for the diffusion equation of the tissue oxygen field. Standard Galerkin methods 94 were used to translate the task of solving the diffusion equation into the solving sparse 95 linear equations. To this end the algebraic multigrid methods implemented in Trilinos 96 were appropriate. Alternating the solver for vascular oxygen transport and the solver 97 for the tissue oxygen results in a stable self consistent equilibrium oxygen distribution. 98
Python API

99
The Input Interface is completely written in python. Note that necessary parameters are 100 stored as python dictionaries.
101
How the single calculations are invoked and executed is presented in appendix B.1 to 102 B.5. A typical work flow is depicted in Figure 1 . In general, one starts by creating 103 synthetic blood vessels which function as host and transport network (see ). This step is 104 followed by the simulation of tumor growth including vascular remodeling. Fig 3 shows 
Launching simulations 110
After successful installation, the main tools described in this section can be found in the 111 'bin' folder. tumorcode is ready to use on computing clusters equipped with a queuing Like the simulations, our analysis programs are hybrids between C++ and python.
147
Since the datasets can become quite large in filesize and take a long time to be 148 processed, most evaluation programs are equipped with datacache i.e. the results of 149 certain costly computations are saved to disk and loaded from there the next time the 150 execution is called with the same arguments. This facilitates iterative development, at 151 least to some degree, without tedious recomputation.
152
In order to use state of the art visualization techniques, we export datasets created 153 with tumorcode in 2 different data formats as demonstrated in Visualization tools. The 154 amenities of ParaView allow an elaborated inspection of the vessel network structure. It 155 offers interactive viewing and basic statistics on medium size systems, depending on 156 your machines RAM. To render even the largest systems, we follow the ray trace For details on the exact setup we refer to [15, 16] . shear stress where the time course of tumor growth is visualized by different colors. The 175 level set method allows to localize the distance of the tumor-tissue interface which is 176 used as ordinate for the cited plots. Within that framework it is easy to define "inside" 177 and "outside" of a tumor and focus on the differences.
178
Distinct experimental techniques such as MRI, micro-CT or xenografts are available 179 to access morphological data of tumor tissue as well. But comparable data obtained 180 from animal models usually requires the immolation of an animal per time point.
181
Therefore such studies are heavily biases by inter-subject variation. Recently, we used 182 this framework to create networks matching the morphology of a swine animal model. 183 In appendix B.1 we create a dataset of this kind and present the analysis.
184
IFF and drug distribution 185
To measure IFF and the related interstitial fluid pressure (IFP) in vivo is an especially 186 hard task even with modern measurement methods. Regarding the medical aspects, 187 special interest is drawn to the vasculature as source for therapeutics and nutrients. A 188 solid understanding of IFF and IFP is also crucial for fighting cancer since an elevated 189 IFP is believed to pose a barrier to drug delivery and oxygenation. The resulting 190 hypoxia leads to inefficacy of drugs and radiation. For these type of simulation we administration is shown. These type of simulations lay the basis to further analyze drug 201 concentration distributions. Notably, our results obtained by these simulations suggest 202 that in spite of an IFP plateau within the tumor, IFF does not cease and still allows for 203 substantial convective transport which was contradictory to the view at that time.
204
Furthermore we varied numerous parameters and the administration protocol emulating 205 clinical studies which would be extensive and lengthy in practice. Detailed oxygen distribution 207 We augmented the model of oxygen transport in the simulation such that intravascular 208 variation of the oxygen content along vessel center lines is taken into account. Moreover 209 a varying hematocrit based on the (Red Blood Cell) phase separation effect (see [17] 210 and section Hydro-and hemodynamics,Finite Elements Method ) has been 211 implemented. Since most oxygen is transported through the body while bound to the 212 RBCs, the hematocrit distribution is the physical key to the oxygen transport. Together 213 with the unbound oxygen within the blood, we implemented a coarse-grained model of 214 oxygen concentration along the direction of blood flow which causes tissue oxygenation. 215 An example of these type of simulations is presented in appendix B.4. Here we show the 216 results as illustration in Fig 6. 
217
The focus of the conducted and published study was to simulate tissue total 218 hemoglobin concentrations cHb and tissue blood oxygen saturation Y of tumors and 219 host tissue and compare the results with clinical data on breast tumors and surrounding 220 normal breast tissue obtained from a cohort of 87 breast cancer patients using optical 221 mammograph. Following the workflow of tumorcode we began by constructing 90 222 distinct host vasculatures followed by growing fake tumors. Using the detailed oxygen 223 simulation, we showed that the redirection of the hematocrit during the tumor growth 224 processes accompanied by changes in flow rates is taking place and identified this as key 225 element of the modulation in blood oxygen saturation. In contrast the fact that vascular 226 dilatation leads to an elevated tumor oxygen saturation is not intuitive but confirmed 227 by our simulations. Strikingly we found evidence that different types of initial vascular 228 configurations are correlated to the variance of tissue hemoglobin concentration, tissue 229 blood oxygen saturation and perfusion which raises biological insight. Following the direction towards a common code base in the field, we hope this article 241 and mainly the examples in the supplemental help to overcome technical struggles. In 242 future, merging tumorcodewith other codes may be an option.
243
Currently the drug as well as the detailed oxygen distribution is calculated at time 244 snapshots of the tumor growth process only. To engage pharmacodynamics and improve 245 predictions, intertwining the time points could be considered in future. Additional We will create systems of type 8 which means that the inlets (arterious roots) and the 297 outlets (venous drains) are randomly distributed around a cube with length 2000µm. In this supplementary example we grow tumors on the previous created artificial blood 342 vessel networks and show how to invoke some quantifications. In principal there are two 343 programs starting tumor simulations, submitBulkTissue and submitFakeTum where the 344 API works the same for both. The difference is that submitBulkTissue exploits our full 345 tumor model also mimicking cells in contrast to submitFakeTum where the dynamic of 346 the cells is just and expanding sphere with constant speed set by the parameters. We chose the parameter setting defaultconfig bulktissue and provide a vessel network 374 file created in previous examples by typing: It takes a desktop PC about 20 minutes to execute the simulation where the file 380 tumBulkdefaulttypeIsample00defaultconfig bulktissue.h5 with the structure as depicted in 381 8 is created which we are going to analyze in the following. Providing a tumor simulation, we calculate the detailed oxygen distribution as described 489 in [15] and run the scripts in order to analyze those oxygen distribution. Upon a successful run the file 529 o2 tumBulk-default-typeI-sample00-defaultconfig bulktissue default o2.h5 with structure 530 as depicted in Fig 10 will be created.
